JOBST® Elvarex® Soft Seamless

Now also available in Black!

The world’s only range of seamless flat-knit compression garments.
For over 50 years, JOBST® has been continuously using new knit technologies to improve the medical effectiveness of lymphatic compression therapy and to make compression garments more comfortable to wear.

This commitment to research and development has ensured that compression stockings made by BSN medical have become a key element in the treatment of lymphedema.

BSN medical introduced its JOBST® Elvarex® Soft Seamless range for the optimal compression treatment of lymphedema on the fingers and toes in 2007. These medical aids maintain their status as the world’s first and only, tailor made, seamless flat-knit compression garments. There are no uncomfortable seams in the narrow spaces between fingers and toes, ensuring even and consistent compression.

The success story of JOBST® Elvarex® Soft Seamless: Research and development for the benefit of the patient.

- **April 2007**: Launch of the world’s first seamless, flat-knit glove as an AC1 garment in compression class 2 (CCL 2). The success story begins.
- **November 2008**: Two years after its launch, a compression class 1 foot cap is made available for the treatment of mild lymphatic diseases.
- **August 2008**: The range is extended. The glove is now also available as an AE option.
- **October 2010**: Later the same year, BSN medical expands its Elvarex® Seamless range and launches the foot cap in CCL 2.
- **June 2011**: BSN medical presents the seamless glove in CCL 1. Elvarex® is still the world’s only seamless, flat-knit compression garment.
- **January 2013**: The range is being consistently enhanced: seamless garments are now also available in black.
Features and benefits:

JOBST® Elvarex® Soft Seamless is the brand which offers reliable help and relief in the case of lymphatic diseases of the hands and feet. Entirely seamless, this unique flat-knit rage ensures outstanding comfort combined with the highest level of medical efficacy.

- **Made from a single piece of totally seamless material**
  for uninterrupted compression, optimal edema control and outstanding comfort.

- **Anatomically shaped finger/toe separation**
  makes the garment easy to put on and take off and provides an excellent fit, even in the critical area between the fingers and toes.

- **Flat edge finish at fingers and toes**
  it is not bulky and prevents the ends from curling.

- **Special material and knit structure**
  ensures a therapeutic micromassage effect.

- **Comfort zones at the edge**
  easy to put on and comfortable to wear, especially in combination with compression sleeves and stockings.

- **Soft, durable and breathable knitted fabric**
  helps improve patient compliance and enhances sensory perception.
An overview of the technological innovations from BSN medical:

**Special knitting technique in the palm of the hand creates anatomically correct shaping.**

**The only flat-knit compression glove. Completely seamless. Extremely durable.**

**Double-covered inlay yarn in every stitch course ensures uninterrupted and controlled compression over the entire glove, even at critical areas.**

**Visually pleasing, breathable fabric is durable, yet soft to the touch and enhances sensory perception.**

**Seamless reverse edge. Constructed entirely without seams. This makes the glove particularly durable and wear-resistant.**

**Low profile, flat edge finish prevents curling.**

**JOBST® Elvarex® Soft Seamless**

The seamless flat-knit compression glove

Now also available in Black!
Low profile, flat, seamless finger edges prevent curling.

Anatomically shaped finger gradient using 3D technique:
- improves donning and removing
- facilitates a particularly good fit and edema control in the spaces between the fingers

Perfect fit, even to the outer side of the hand, due to anatomically correct custom-made manufacture.

A further advantage of the seamless, flat-knit compression glove: The material and knitting structure of the glove give the advantage of a micro-massage effect exerted over the hand.

Comfort zone around the wrist makes the compression glove easy to put on and wear when worn in conjunction with the JOBST® Elvarex® armsleeve.
An overview of the technological innovations from BSN medical:

**JOBST® Elvarex® Soft Seamless**

The seamless flat-knit compression foot cap.

- Comfort zone at the edge to promote wearing comfort when worn in conjunction with: Elvarex® and Elvarex® Soft leg compression garments.

- Perfect fit, even to the outer side of the foot, due to anatomically correct custom-made manufacture.

- The only flat-knit compression foot cap that is completely seamless, making it extremely durable.

- Anatomically shaped toe gradient using 3D technique facilitates a particularly good fit and edema control in the spaces between the toes.

- Low profile, seamless, flat elastic edges around the toes prevent curling.

- Anatomically correct shaping due to a special knitting technique in the sole of the foot as well as the ball of the foot. Individual right and left foot cap for optimum fit.
Pleasingly soft, visually pleasing, durable and breathable fabric. This low profile, flat-knit material is soft to the touch.

Double-covered inlay yarn ensures uninterrupted and controlled compression over the entire foot cap, even at critical areas.

Flat edge, low profile finish prevents curling.

Reverse edge constructed entirely without seams. This makes the foot cap particularly durable, wear-resistant and comfortable to wear.

A further advantage of the seamless, flat-knit compression foot cap: The material and knitting structure of the foot cap give the advantage of a micro-massage effect exerted over the foot.

Anatomically shaped opening for the small toe provides optimum comfort in wear.

Now also available in Black!
JOBST® Elvarex® Soft Seamless

Seamless flat-knit compression garments for hands and feet.

- Perfect anatomical fit due to custom manufacture
- Now available in Beige and Black
- Individual right/left compression treatment for optimum fit
- Therapeutic efficacy confirmed by fit trials
- Manufactured from high-quality Nylon and Spandex fibers; latex-free

**JOBST® Elvarex® Soft Seamless: the range**

- AA
- AC
- AE

JOBST® Elvarex® Soft Seamless is only available as a custom-fit solution. The glove and the foot cap are available in standard beige and black color in compression classes 1 and 2. The AC and AE solutions are available in the following versions: with fingers, with thumb and without fingers, with thumb. The foot cap includes an anatomically shaped opening for the small toe.

For further information about JOBST® Elvarex® Soft Seamless, please do not hesitate to contact our Customer Service Department at (800) 537-1063.

Please refer to the product label and / or package insert for full instructions on the safe use of these products.